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unions springs from a belief in the mind of each
authority that some particular duty is the duty of the
other. Except upon that assumption, it is not easy to
explain the reprehensible laxity which governed the
landing of persons in Egypt during the first fourteen
months of the War. Egypt had been placed in a state
of siege, and the enemy was in military occupation of
Sinai, a part of her territory. If any nation apparently
was justified in refusing hospitality to strangers un-
provided with credentials to establish their identity,
it was she. Yet until the issue, by the Ministry of
Interior on the yth October 1915, of a notice requiring
all persons landing in Egypt to be in possession of
British passports, or passports bearing the visa of
a British consul, there was nothing to prevent enemy
subjects in possession of passports issued by a neutral
country from disembarking and travelling in Egypt
without let or hindrance. The police, powerless to
interfere on their own initiative, in the Canal Zone
were driven at times to invoke assistance from the
local military authority. The latter, in turn, was
puzzled to distinguish the occasions which justified
interference. Many and urgent were the warnings
addressed to Cairo of the danger which arose from the
complete freedom accorded to passengers to land in
the country. The Army was the first to move in the
matter, and it would have been well had this authority
set its own house in order months before. The Canal
Zone was a war area ; yet not until the 2ist Septem-
ber 1915 were passengers off vessels forbidden to land
at Port Said and Suez unless they were of British or
Allied nationalities. Three weeks later the Ministry
of Interior issued the notice of the yth October.
It must be said of this subject that neither the Army
nor the Egyptian Government displayed much intelli-
gence and foresight. It would have been reasonable
to give to travellers proposing to land in Egypt a

